
DECODER STEREO 

SPACE

P-8

THECNICAL CHARACTERICTICS

Power supply ...................................12V.DC                       
minimum consumption. ...................20mA.                           
maximum consumption....................30mA                         
Minimum input signal ...................... 50mV.                   
Maximum Input Signal .................... 2V                                   
input impedance...............................75K                          
Polarity reversal protection ............. SI. 
Measures ........................................ 74 x 51 x15 mm

By P-8 module can add an expanded stereo effect will produce a spectacular effect. Works with tension de12V. DC. We 
recommanded the power supply FE-2 or battery . It offers protection against reverse polarity. 

SUPPLY. The P-8 should be supplied with a voltage of 12V.DC Perfectly filtered and stabilized, so we recommend the 
power supply  FE-2, which is perfectly suited to the needs of the circuit. Connexion to the positive power of positive sprat 
indicated in the drawing, then perform the same operation with the negative. Make sure the installation was successful. 

OPERATION. Use shielded cable for connecting low-frequency signals input and output. Connexion to the input signals, 
paying attention to the distinction between right and left channel, shown in the drawing. The module supports no more than 
2V. Signal, so try not to exceed it. Make connections to the output, note what is the right and left channel. Pay attention to the 
drawing and make sure it does not confuse input with audio output, this could damage the module.

Alimentation
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GENERAL WIRING MAP.
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All audio circuits are perceptible to capture various parasites undoubtedly blur the clarity of sound, one reason why this occurs 
is food. Therefore, we recommend using the power supply FE-2 , which is perfectly filtered and stabilized. Use low-frequency 
shielded cable Connect the cable shield as illustrated. Use for mounting a metal box and the circuit ground to the plate of this
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